JOIN THE DISCUSSION Add your comments to the more than 40 on the May 25 letter 'The right note' at WWW.NEWSOBSERVER.COM/OPINION/LETTERS.
NEW MODELS FROM THE
2016 AUTO SHOW

THE CARSON OUT OF GAS

THE CRUZ NOT MADE IN THE U.S.A.

THE BUSH ON BLOCKS

THE CHRISTIE (NOT SHOWN, DROVE OFF A BRIDGE.)

THE BERNIE RUNS LOUD

THE CARRIE HYBRID

THE TRUMP A HUGE AIRBAG SFLOOP!
MALLARD FILLMORE

SOURCES SAY
DONALD TRUMP
NOW HAS A PLAN
TO ALLOW ALL
ILLEGAL
IMMIGRANTS
TO MOVE TO
HOLLYWOOD.

TO REPLACE
ALL THE PEOPLE
HERE WHO SAY
THEY'LL LEAVE
THE COUNTRY
IF HE'S ELECTED
PRESIDENT.
ANOTHER NOSTALGIA SHOW...

Clinton Picks Clinton II

She led the health care showdown... now, he'll tackle the economic slowdown!

"An irresistible revival!!"
-Chuck Schumer

"A rousing rom-com romp!!"
-The DNC

She'll hire him, but can she fire him??

Coming in January (?)
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WHAT ROOSTING CHICKENS?

HB2 NOW AND FOREVER
Remember when "March Madness" was about Basketball?

2016 Campaign